
Boxing Stare Downs with a twist 
new Artwork by Rosie McGinn to be released on AVD

Exhibition dates : 17 September - 28 September
Location : AVD a-v-d.xyz (mobile consumption)  

“Tonight you’re mine, completely…” the lyrics from a ‘Shirelles’ 
classic play out to a pumped up Prince Naseem Hamed 
staring down his opponent Kevin Kelley amongst a new series 
of boxing videos by British Artist, Rosie McGinn. 

The boxing series will consist of four video pieces released in collaboration with a new gallery 
viewing experience. AVD is an up and coming digital art platform designed for mobile consumption; 
the artists provide the art whilst AVD provides the coding. Hosting a series of varied solo 
exhibitions by emerging Artists, the platform is not only offering an alternative to the white gallery 
space but it is shrinking the work to the width of a mobile screen. Rather than curating a room in 
correlation to the viewers physical movements, the platform allows the viewer to decide their 
journey through the artwork by the swipe of a finger. 

Embracing this new mobile layout, McGinn has embedded each video piece within a stream of 
fake adverts, porn, betting deals and forums; a constructed environment familiar to sports fans who 
often stream boxing matches or football games to avoid the television subscription fees. In the 
centre of this consumer-driven visual bombardment sits the video piece ready to be played. 

Each video concentrates on two boxers engaging in a stare down before they fight. The frame cuts 
out the swarm of spectators around the ring and concentrates only on the objects of their gaze; two 
opponents completely focused on one another. In all four video pieces the referee appears at some 
point between the two fighters as an obstruction and mediator, occasionally a neck rub can be 
seen from the trainer but regardless of the mayhem behind them the two men never break eye 
contact. Whilst these moments offer a chance to intimidate the opponent with a fearless and 
animalistic stare, McGinn has flipped it on its head by pairing the moments with a series of love 
songs. Suddenly with the lyrics from The Who playing out (“No one knows what its like, to be the 
bad man, to be the sad man, behind blue eyes”) alongside a slowed down clip of Ray Leonard and 
Wilfred Benitez, both fighters look vulnerable. The nervous energy, intimidation and adrenaline has 
been channelled into a softer exchange and the atmosphere is temporarily transformed by the 
soundtrack. McGinn has taken something familiar and warped it; the songs may be about love and 
loss but we as viewers know that what will follow will inevitably be violent.       

This new work by McGinn arrives at a time when boxing has been thrust back into the public 
consciousness, in particular with the recent fight between Conor McGregor and Floyd Mayweather 
in Vegas and the Joshua vs Klitschko fight selling out Wembley stadium. Although the video works 
could be accused of harking back to the ‘good old days’ of boxing the sense of theatre and 
pantomime is still present. With the sport continuously splitting public opinion; whilst some believe 
it to be the most primeval and brutal sports of today, others see it as poetic, tactical and 
unquestionably captivating, McGinn has bought it to the art world for evaluation. Once again she is 
capturing the human condition in its many forms and questioning the chaotic world in which we 
live. 

Boxing Series 1 will be released for public consumption on Sunday 17th September and the next 
three videos will be released every three days thereafter. To view go to a-v-d.xyz on your mobile. 
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